“Micropore”
SURGICAL TAPE
Unprecedented ventilation with ultimate painless removal

* INERT CO-POLYMER ADHESIVE  * EASY TO USE  * ADHERES FOR EXTENDED PERIODS VIRTUALLY WITHOUT IRRITATION OR MACERATION

“Micropore” Surgical Tape has an exclusive structure. The synthetic, non-creeping co-polymer adhesive is physiologically inert. It virtually eliminates irritation and maceration. It can be removed painlessly even on hair-areas. The thin rayon backing is revolutionary and because the fibres are placed at random—NOT woven—they provide unprecedented ventilation. Skin functions normally beneath dressing. Time Saving Plus’s. “Micropore” Surgical Tape is easy to handle—even with rubber gloves. During baths it remains in place—translucency cuts down dressing changes. It leaves no adhesive residue to clean off after removal. It is radio-translucent. Light and thin, “Micropore” Surgical Tape reduces patients’ discomfort to a minimum.
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